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Bollywood - Bollywood is what you need for relaxation and good mood! In order to fund
movies and TV series, the Bollywood industry spends huge amounts of money each year on
the advertising industry, which targets children, teenagers and even adults. According to the

Bollywood film industry, more than 10 million films are released worldwide every year, with
an average of 150,000 releases of new films each year, which means that at least one new film
appears on average every day in the world. Bollywood is currently one of the largest and most

influential producers of films and television series in India. A significant role in its success
and growth is played by its main features - an abundance of historical films, drama films,

horror films and the fact that Bollywood is cinematic India. Films produced by Bollywood in
Russian are known all over the world. Bollywood is not only cinema, it is art. It is philosophy,
religion and culture. As in all traditional Hindu ceremonies, numerous Indians gather in the

streets, squares, parks, temples and perform rituals. They sing, dance, chat, take pictures and
look at their screens. Graceful shawls, huge wigs, serious faces, thick bearded faces, black

suits, huge carts, narrow streets, high minarets, narrow alleyways, impassable mud and
sneezing Indians with flying pigtails - all this colorful and colorful India. Maharashtra is

something like our Ulyanovsk region, with the only difference that in our country it is a large
part of India, and in Maharashta it is a tiny piece of land in the state of Rajasthan. BMD-B1M
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